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Where and When to Irrigate
Irrigate the right amount
At the right time

Irrigate Here



A Bucket Will Hold so Much Water



Soil Water Properties 
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Need to know about the soil 

texture to determine how 
much water the soil can hold



Soil Water Holding Capacity
Understand your 

soil

Finer soils tend 
to have greater 
water holding 
capacity



How is the water used? 

Where does the water go?

 Evaporation
 Transpiration
 Run off
 Deep Percolation

How Much Water is Needed?



 Do plant roots need air?

 Irrigate to fill the root Zone.

How Much Water is Needed?



Over Fill the Root Zone
Lose Water
Lose fertilizer
Lose chemicals
Waste Energy / Fuel
Waste labor
Environmental concerns
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Fill the Root Zone
A root zone will only 

hold so much water
If water is out of the root 

zone it is not benefiting 
your crop



Research 
Report 773



Describe ways to 
use drip 
components in at 
reduced costs

Smeal et al. 



Emitters
The emitters control how fast the water 

drips out onto the soil.
Usually require a specific pressure range 

to achieve consistent discharges



Does not need a filter (save $$)
The emitter is configured to allow debris to pass by

Does not need a pump (save $$)
Works on a furrow irrigated field
Save on capital costs
Save on operation costs

New Drip Technology



Need to provide a constant head for the water supply
Need to provide a least a 50 cm head

New Drip System



Design Advantages

Low head pressure

Low cost – capital and operating

Low maintenance

Low tech

High efficiency

Parts are easy to obtain

Use salvage parts

Bubbler Irrigation 
Low Inputs – High Efficiency



 By reducing pressure requirements, a low head bubbler system allows ‘least 
cost’ pipe and fittings to be used.

 The pressure normally required to compensate for friction losses and ground 
level variations is reduced by adjusting the elevation at each outlet to control 
flow

 Minor rises & dips in grade are adjusted for at the outlets

 Minor leaks in the system become insignificant due to the lower pressure

 Open pipe discharge eliminates the need for fine filtration

 Because the system is not closed, no anti-siphon, back flow prevention or 
vacuum break is needed

 No filter is required
 No pump is required



Getting Started

-Use a barrel to provide a constant 
 low pressure for the system

-The barrel delivers water into the 
  main lateral(s)

-The supply for the barrel can be a
  large water storage tank, cistern, 
  pressurized system or any gravity
  fed or pumped water delivery

-Whatever the source, some means
  of maintaining a constant static 
  level in the barrel is required



A main lateral valve is desirable.
For multiple mains from a manifold distribution, valves are required



Main & laterals 3”-4”
Drain pipe or inexpensive
Flex wall pipe buried
Freeze depths N/A

To static head supply

Laterals buried down center
Between every other row

To additional
laterals

Typical orchard or vineyard layout



A Flow Distribution Box  will equalize flow to multiple lateral 



-With main & lateral trenches still open, install lines to each
 plant using ½ inch poly irrigation tubing

-
-Leave sufficient tubing length at the plant to extend above
  height of the static head supply



To static head supply

To additional
laterals

½ “ Poly-tubing

Poly tubing can be buried in a trench or pulled through a water or air jetted bore hole



Buried mainline with riser to 
tree/plant



To static head supply

To additional
laterals

½ “ Poly-tubing

In landscapes, tubing can be routed in various direction toward the plants



Use a spade drill bit

A bit with edge points is desirable

The ploy pipe that is going
to be inserted into the mainline
should be cut at an angle



INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

You need about 3 feet of head to operate 
the system

Make sure the mainline and laterals do not 
have high points in the line.



Immediately after drilling a hole in the lateral pipe install ½ tubing. 
The tubing will swell and seal the connection



-Determine the fixed static level in the lateral by raising or lowering the tubing end
to the point where water stands just at the opening. This level will vary from one 
tube to another based on head loss due to field elevation and friction. 

-When all the tubing end locations are fixed, go back and lower each tubing an
equal distance that will achieve the desired flow rate. Fix this location on
a stake or rod with wire or similar tie.



May calibrate for different discharges



Summary: If well designed, managed, and maintained,
low-tech, low-cost, low head bubbler irrigation systems can be used 
effectively in various cropping plans or landscapes.
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